Chapter 8

Catering
Rationing
The following tables are a guide to rationing and packaging requirements, but do not
be afraid to alter these quantities to suit the needs of your Patrol. For each Scout,
allow the following quantities per meal.
Ration Guide
(Quantity per head)
Bacon

60g

per meal

Biscuits

60g

per meal

Bread (ordinary)
(Milk/wrapped)

360g
180g

per day
per day

Margarine

60g

per day

Baked beans

120g

per meal

Cake

50g

per day

Cereals

40g

per meal

Cheese

30g

per meal

Cocoa

4g

per meal

Coffee

4g

per meal

Custard powder

7g

per meal

Eggs

(1 only) 50g

per day

Fish (frozen or fresh)

180g

per meal

Fish (smoked)

120g

per meal

Fish (tinned)

180g

per meal

Flour (self raising, wholemeal)

60g

per meal

Fruit (fresh for eating)

1 apple, orange, pear, etc

per day

Fruit (dried)

20g

per meal

Fruit (fresh for stewing)

120g

per meal

Fruit (tinned)

180g

per meal

Honey

30g

per meal

Jam

30g

per meal

Lettuce

60g

per meal

Macaroni

40g

per meal

Milk (low fat fresh)

500ml

per day

Milk (powdered)

35g

per day

Milk (condensed)

120g

per day

Meat (fresh for stewing)

120g

per meal

Meat (fresh for grilling)

180g

per meal

Meat (minced)

180g

per meal

Meat (cooked)

90g

per meal

Meat (tinned)

120g

per meal

Oatmeal

30g

per meal

Peas (dried)

30g

per meal

Peas (in shell)

150g

per meal

Peas (frozen/tinned)

90g

per meal

Prunes

60g

per meal

Potatoes (fresh)

180g

per meal

Potatoes (dried)

30g

per meal

Rice

30g

per meal

Sausages

150g (2 large)

per meal

Sausage (luncheon)

90g

per meal

Spaghetti (raw)

45g

per meal

Spaghetti (tinned)

120g

per meal

Sugar

90g

per day

Syrup

15g

per meal

Tea

15g

per day

Vinegar

10g

per meal

Vegetables (salad, excluding
lettuce)
Vegetables (boiling, excluding
potatoes)

200g

per meal

125g

per meal

Note: It is often easier to work in 'slices' or 'pieces' instead of 'grams'.
The lists in the tables can then be adjusted according to the size of the slice available;
for example, for cold meat, you might buy one large slice or two small slices per
person.
It also helps to know that there are approximately:
24 slices in a loaf of bread
500 grams of butter to 4 loaves of bread
5 serves of custard per litre.

Camping Recipes
Anzac biscuits (to be cooked at home before the hike). Ingredients: 1 cupful each of
plain flour, rolled oats, sugar and coconut, half a cupful of butter, 1 tablespoon of
treacle or golden syrup or honey, 2 tablespoonfuls of boiling water, and a teaspoonful
of bicarbonate of soda. Mix together dry ingredients with exception of soda. Heat the
butter, water and treacle together. Take off the heat and stir the soda into the liquid.
Mix this with the dry ingredients. Roll out. Cut into rounds about 80 millimetres in
diameter and slightly less than 100 millimetres thick. Bake in a moderate oven for
30-40 minutes until a pale brown. These quantities will make just over half a
kilogram of biscuits.
Steamed puddings These can be easily made in camp. Add a dessertspoonful of
sugar to a mugful of self-raising flour and then a pinch of salt. Mix in a heaped
dessertspoon of butter or dripping. If desired (and available), a few raisins, sultanas,
chopped-up dates or currants may be used. This should be mixed into a dry dough as
for a damper, and placed in a well-floured ration bag, big enough to allow for
swelling. The bag should be tied up and dropped into a billy of boiling water. The
billy must then be kept boiling until the pudding is served. Allow half an hour for a
mugful of flour, and longer for a bigger pudding. Over-boiling (within reason) will do
no harm.
Salmon and rice with cheese sauce Put 1 cupful of rice into plenty of boiling
salted fresh water. The rice is cooked when a grain can be squeezed out flat between
the fingers. This takes about 10 minutes from the time the billy has come to the boil
again. As soon as the rice is cooked, drain the water as thoroughly as possible.
Remove the salmon from the can, mash it up, juice and all, and mix in a little thinly
sliced raw onion and heat it in a lightly greased pan. Make cheese sauce similarly to
Welsh rarebit, but with only 1 tablespoonful of cheese and more milk. Serve the rice
on the plate, place the salmon on top of the rice, and then pour sauce over the top.
Welsh rarebit (modified) Slice a cupful of cheese thinly and lay it in the bottom of
a cooker similar to a 'Gilwell' cooker. Add cold milk until the cheese is covered and
about half a centimetre under the level of the milk. Heat until the cheese is thoroughly
melted. Salt to taste, and thicken with flour. Serve on buttered rye biscuits with a slice
of fried bacon.

Dried apricots For a Patrol, soak 1 cupful overnight and add half a cupful of sugar,
or more if desired very sweet. Bring to boil and allow to simmer for 25 minutes. Drain
and serve with custard or cereals.
Novel cooking ideas
Pancakes made from packet mixture
Popcorn: Purchase a packet from your local supermarket and fry in a covered lightly
greased pan
Donuts: Buy a 'tube' of donut mix and deep-fry in a billy
Eat a flame thrower: Take a rye biscuit, spread with butter and vegemite, add a thin
slice of raw onion and a slice of metworst. Cap with another biscuit. Eat and breathe
out
Apple fritters: Slice apples (or whatever you are using) into thin slices. Make up a thin
batter of flour, salt and milk. Dip the apple into batter and fry in hot fat

Dutch oven camp recipes
Just about anything that can be cooked in an oven at home can be cooked in a Dutch
oven, so your choice of what to cook is virtually endless. However, following is a
basic dough recipe that is a useful standby, because with a few variations it can be
used for many purposes.
Basic dough Ingredients: 2 cups of flour; 1 rounded teaspoon of baking powder (at
lower altitudes use more); half a teaspoon of salt; 2 rounded tablespoons of
shortening; 2 rounded tablespoons of sugar. This mixture will make about 25 to 30
biscuits, or fill a 30 cm Dutch oven.
Biscuits To make biscuits, melt the shortening. Mix the flour, baking powder, salt and
sugar together by stirring. Add a little water at a time until you get the right
consistency (thicker than pancake batter, but not quite as thick as rolled dough). Pour
the melted shortening into the mixture with the water, stirring it quickly so the
shortening does not harden.
Your oven is hot enough when the grease begins to spread apart and smokes slightly.
The lid should be hot to the extent that water sizzles on it if dropped on to it. Drop the
biscuit dough a spoonful at a time into the oven. Replace the lid and place coals on
top after placing the oven above some hot coals.
If the temperature is right, the biscuits should be ready in about 15 minutes. Do the 5minute inspection. If they have risen and are starting to brown, they are coming along
nicely. If already brown, the oven is too hot; lessen the heat. This basic recipe can
also be used for the following.
Cobbler dough Add an egg and a pinch of nutmeg for each cup of flour and double
the sugar. For pancakes follow this, but add more water or milk to make a thinner
batter.
Cobblers Cobblers are easy-to-make desserts and are very popular. They basically
consist of a layer of fruit with a cake covering. They taste really good.
Trail cobbler Ingredients: 2 cups of biscuit mix (see above); 2 cups of milk or water; 1
cup of shortening; 2 cups of sugar; 1 large can of fruit (drained of juice), for example,
peaches, apples, pears. Mix the biscuit mix, sugar, milk and shortening. Then add the

canned fruit and stir. Bake in a covered Dutch oven for about an hour. Serves 8
people.
Philmont Ranger cobbler Ingredients: 2 x 820g (2 lb) cans of fruit such as peaches,
cherries, fruit cocktail. Enough biscuit mix (see above) to just cover fruit, 1 teaspoon
of cinnamon; quarter of a cup of sugar; butter. Preheat the oven. Place oven over coals
and pour the canned fruit with the syrup into the oven. Replace the lid and bring the
fruit to a boil (no coals are required on the lid at this point). Make a crater in the
biscuit mix and add water, stirring with a stick to make dumpling-sized balls of the
mix, about 3 centimetres in diameter. Drop these into the boiling fruit to cover the top
of the fruit. Let the coals under the oven die out, but add plenty of coals on the lid of
the oven. Replace the coals often to make sure you get a good heat, because you
cannot burn this cobbler by having too much heat on the lid. Add some butter to the
top of the dough; sprinkle with cinnamon and sugar mixed together, and replace the
top of the oven.
Oven-fried chicken Use about half a chicken per person and cut it into two pieces.
Dip the pieces in cold water, wipe them dry, and then shake them in seasoned flour in
a plastic bag. Place two tablespoons of fat or cooking oil in the hot oven, and brown
the floured chicken pieces all over. Then turn the pieces skin-side down, cover the
oven with the lid, and add coals. Bake, basting the pieces of chicken with the juices
occasionally, for 15 minutes. Turn the pieces over and cook until tender, about 25
minutes.
Pot roast Rub a 1.8 kg piece of meat in flour, and brown all sides in hot fat in the
oven. Add about 13 millimetres of water and replace the lid. Add more hot coals to
the lid. Simmer for from 2 to 3 hours, adding water as needed, until the meat is tender.
Add a peeled potato, onion and carrot for each person for the last 45 minutes of
cooking.
Deep fruit pie Start by mixing the piecrust dough, using either bought readymade
dough, or by mixing your own as follows (this is enough for a 25 cm double-crust
pie).
2 and a quarter cups of self-raising flour; 6 tablespoons of margarine; 1 teaspoon of
salt; about a quarter of a cup of cold water.
Thoroughly mix the salt into the flour and then add the margarine cut into pieces the
size of peas. The edge of a fork works well for doing this. Sprinkle water on the
mixture, stirring with a fork, until you think the dough can be formed into a ball.
Handle it very lightly.
Divide the dough into two parts. Roll one part 3 millimetres thick and 203 millimetres
wider than the oven. Fold it once and place it in a cold oven. Unfold it and mould it
into shape to cover the bottom and sides of the oven. Do not stretch it, otherwise it
will shrink on baking. Bake the pie shell in the oven for about 10 minutes, and then
inspect it-starting with a cold oven, the dough should be firm but not cooked.
Rub the bottom lightly with margarine. Now add the fruit-pie filling, up to the rim of
the pastry shell (about two cans of fruit, unless you have fresh fruit, in which case you
must add sugar). Do not break the crust, otherwise the filling will leak through and
burn on the bottom of the oven.
To make a lattice-work crust, roll out the other part of the dough 3 millimetres thick
and 26 millimetres wider than the oven. Cut the dough into narrow strips and cover

the top of the pie in a criss-cross pattern. Moisten the ends with water and press them
to the crust lightly. Leave some slack for shrinkage. Replace the hot lid and bake the
pie until the lattice is browned. The filling should be hot by then, because the contents
of cans are already cooked and do not require further cooking. Remove from oven and
eat.
If you want to bake a pie completely covered with pie crust, both the shell (bottom
and sides) and the top crust, with the filling, are baked at the same time, starting with
a cold oven. Do not forget to make slits in the top crust to let the steam out. With raw
fruit, bake the entire pie all at once so the filling is cooked. A closed crust is best for
firm fresh fruit (for example, apple).
Pineapple upside-down cake Serves 8 persons. Ingredients: quarter of a cup of butter;
1 can of pineapple (rings or crushed); 1 egg; half a cup of brown sugar; 1 cup of
vanilla cake-mix.
Place the butter and brown sugar in the oven and stir the mixture until thoroughly
mixed. Add the pineapple to the butter and sugar mixture in the bottom of the oven. In
a separate bowl, stir the egg into the cake-mix, and pour this batter over the pineapple
in the oven. Cover the oven with the lid and bake for about 30 to 40 minutes. To test
whether it is cooked, prod with fork or stick.
When the cake is cooked, remove the coals from the oven, remove the lid, and let the
oven cool for about 10 minutes.
Using a large board or other suitable support, hold the board on top of the oven and
turn the oven upside-down quickly, to allow the cake to fall on to the board. The
pineapple will now be on top. A clever way to do this operation is to have a board (or
cardboard) a round shape so that it fits into the oven on the cake. When the oven is
inverted, the board can be held directly under the cake with safer results.
Baked potato Scrub well one big potato per person. Prick skin with a fork and grease
lightly, wrap tightly in foil, place on a metal plate or pan, and set on pebbles in hot
Dutch oven. Cover, add coals to lid, bake for an hour or so. Test with splinter-mealy
crumbs sticking to wood show potato is done. Slash an X in foil and potato, and pinch
to push it open. Add butter and salt.
Camp scones Ingredients: 500 g of flour; 1 teaspoon of baking powder; pinch salt; 2
tablespoons of butter; milk.
Method: Sift flour, salt and baking powder together. Rub in the butter, and mix to a
dough with milk. Make a ball of the dough and roll it out to form a circle about 1
centimetre thick. Cut circle into 16 wedges. Place on lightly greased baking sheet, on
pebbles in bottom of foil-lined Dutch oven, and cover. Use all-round heat with hot
coals underneath, all around, and on lid. Bake for 15 to 20 minutes, turning wedges
once or twice.
Bread-and-jam pudding Ingredients: 1 litre of milk, or a little more; 16 slices of
bread; enough jam to spread 8 slices; a little margarine; 1 or 2"eggs.
Method: Spread 8 slices of bread with jam, and place the other 8 slices on top,
sandwich style. Grease pie-dish with margarine. Cut the bread slices into squares
(removing the crusts if you wish), and lay them in the dish. Beat up the eggs, and pour
over the whole. Place in foil-lined Dutch oven-shiny side up-on pebbles in bottom of
oven, and cover with lid. Use all-round heat-underneath, around sides, and on top.
Bake for about 1 hour; top should be slightly browned.

Stuffed fish First, catch yourself a fish. Instructions are for a 6.6 kg fish. Scale and
clean in the customary way, and rub inside with a little salt. Make a stuffing of 2 or 3
tomatoes, 1 finely chopped onion, and 1 cup of prepared seasoned stuffing.
Mix all together and pack into fish cavity, and tie with string to keep mixture in while
cooking. Heat 2 or 3 tablespoons of dripping or margarine in Dutch oven, and brown
fish on both sides. Cover with lid and cook for 20 to 30 minutes or until cooked. For
added flavour, lay sliced lemon on top while cooking second side.
Chicken sweet corn bake Ingredients: For 4 people: 2 x 420 g cans of sweetcorn; 450
g cooked chicken, chopped; 3 cups of cooked and mashed potatoes; a quarter of a
teaspoon of Worcestershire sauce; salt and pepper to taste; butter, or margarine.
Method: Drain sweetcorn and place in baking dish with chopped chicken. Add salt and
pepper, and teaspoon of butter or margarine, and sprinkle Worcestershire sauce over
all. Cover all over with 2 cm-thick layer of mashed potato. Place dish on pebbles in
bottom of a hot foil-lined Dutch oven. Bake with all-round heat for about 25 minutes,
until potato layer has browned a little.
Baked apple Wash and core one large apple per person. Fill hole with sugar, raisins,
and dab of butter, plus cinnamon if desired. Put apples on greased metal plate or pan
and add some water. Put plate in hot Dutch oven, on three or four pebbles, to prevent
burning. Cover and bake for about 20 minutes.
Bread pudding Ingredients: half a loaf of bread, dry or stale; 2 tablespoons of sugar; 2
tablespoons of margarine; 1 cup of currants (or raisins, sultanas, or mixture); a quarter
of a teaspoon of spice.
Method: Break up bread and soak in water. Wash currants and dry well. Press surplus
water out of bread. Melt margarine, and rub into bread. Add sugar, spice and currants,
and mix well together. Put in well-greased piedish; level it down. Place on pebbles on
bottom of foil-lined Dutch oven and cover with lid-use all-round heat with hot coals
underneath, around and on top. Bake for about 1 hour; top should be lightly browned.
Lid of Dutch oven This makes an excellent griddle (upside-down) for making
pancakes, broiling steak or frying bacon, and so on.

Chapter 11

Campcraft
Camp Games
Here are some further camp games:
Trailing fun
A whole Patrol can have a lot of fun playing games that make use of trailing.
Following are a couple of them:
1. 'Hare and hounds'
In this game, one Scout is the 'hare' and is sent ahead to lay a trail using trail
signs or with a whifflepoof. Give the hare five minutes to get going, then set out
in pursuit. Use your tracking skills to trail the Scout down before he/she
reaches the objective 1 kilometre away.
2. 'Wounded spy'
In this game, the Scout playing the 'spy' drops a few drops of 'blood' (corn or
chickenfeed dyed red) every couple of steps. The 'spy' has a 1-minute head
start and must cross the 'border' (a creek or road) 1 kilometre away before the
'cops' (the rest of you) can make an arrest.
Wide Games.
Try the following wide games.
Secret camps
The Patrols go out for a one-night camp within a 1 km radius from an agreed
spot. Time limits are fixed, but details can be fixed to suit the country. The
aims are:
1. to discover the opponents' sites
2. to put opponents out of the game by taking their 'lives' (pieces of
coloured wool tied around the wrist)
3. to capture any agreed articles of equipment without being caught.
In country that has plenty of cover for stalking, this game can be played
in daylight using a wider area-say, a 2 km radius.
Spies
Two sides start from points about half a kilometre apart. Each Scout is given
half of a message written on a slip of paper. The object is for the members of
one side to meet members of the other and find somebody who has the missing
half of their particular message. Before comparing notes, however, a sign is
given by each Scout to prove that he/she is willing to risk the exchange. It is a
risk, because on each side there is a spy. Instead of having half a message, the
spy has the word spy written on the piece of paper. Therefore if, after agreeing
to compare notes, Scouts get caught by a spy on the opposite side, they must
give up their slip of paper to the spy, and return to a pre-arranged base without
revealing the spy's identity. The first pair to reach the base with the message
completed are the winners. Other wide games appear in 'Campfire yarn 14' of
Baden-Powell's Scouting for Boys.

Chapter 13

Navigation
Navigation Exercises
Here are some exercises to ensure you really know how to use a map.
Before having a go, it is advisable to read the information in Chapter 13 of the
Fieldbook, if you have not already done so. This outlines the different types of map
and their uses. Road maps show routes and types of road. A good starting point is to
measure distances between two points on the map using a piece of string and the scale
of the map. Alternatively, you could use a sheet of plain paper and a pencil, marking
off the distance on the straight stretches of roads and again, check them off against the
scale. Once you know the distance between two points, you can start to estimate the
time it would take to travel between those two points using different average speeds.
The most effective way to become familiar with road maps is to act as a navigator on
a journey and to follow the route on the map.
Topographic maps, as already mentioned, are the most detailed maps available and as
well as featuring physical landmarks, have contour lines which indicate the height of
the land by linking together places of equal height above sea level. The closer the
contour lines, the steeper the land. This can be most simply demonstrated by
comparing maps of a local hill that you know well and comparing the contours with
those of some open, flat land. In order to become familiar with some map symbols, try
cutting a square about 2cm x 2cm from the centre of an A4 piece of cardboard. Place
the cardboard over a map. Examine the portion of the map that is visible and try to
describe the details to another person.
Another useful exercise, using the same cardboard and a local map, is to try to
visualize what the area looks like from a given point or grid reference. Then go to the
location itself and see whether it looks anything like you imagined!
Training activities
1. Working in pairs, with maps, work out some grid references.
2. Make a sketch map of the venue that you are currently in, using scales of your
choice.
3. Run a quiz night type activity with rounds on road signs, map symbols and so on.
4. Make up bingo cards of map symbols and play the game with a set of map symbol
cards or on an OHP transparency.
5. Give each participant some paper and a pencil. Describe a journey by reading it
from a map. For example, 'I left the local church and walked due north for 100 metres
to the post office. Through the paddock to the east of the post office, I could hear a
train on the railway line although it was 2 kilometres away. From the post office I
walked a further 400 metres due north to the bridge over the creek. Participants
should make a sketch map and compare results.

6. Participants, in small groups, make a display or mapping board showing map
symbols and their meanings.
7. Participants, again in small groups, are given a copy of the same map (one per
group). They then work out the answers to a number of written questions. For
example:
What is the best walking route from 'A' to ‘B’?
What is the best driving route from 'A' to 'B’?
If you stood on top of the hill at ... (six figure grid reference), what would you
expect to see if you were looking in a south westerly direction?
You are at point Z ... (six figure map reference) when a cyclist says that he is lost
and asks for directions to get to Y. Using the map, what instructions should be
given?
8. Give each group a copy of the same topographic map. Call out various objects or
places. Give a point to the person who first calls out the correct grid reference number
or who runs up to a flip chart or board and writes it down accurately.
9. In small groups, make a 3D model from polystyrene tiles, papier mache and so on,
to represent a hill or feature from the map, to scale.
10. In groups, or as individuals, ask participants to draw a sketch map that would
enable a foreigner who is unable to communicate in English, to find his/her way
between two local landmarks.
Practise estimating distances by pacing out across open stretches of ground. Place a
coin or marker on the ground and walk, say, 100 metres; stop and turn right, walk 100
metres; stop and turn right again and walk 100 metres; and once again, stop, turn right
and walk 100 metres. You should arrive back at the marker!

Training methods
There is no substitute for letting participants get 'hands-on' experience but there will
need to be some introduction and explanation. This and the activities and games will
obviously need to be adapted according to whether it is adults or Scouts who are the
participants. Here is a typical session outline that you may wish to follow or adapt:
Start with making a simple compass, and outline the purpose of a compass.
Follow this by explaining the difference between magnetic, true and grid north,
and the importance of magnetic variation.
For Scouts it might be advisable to play a game or activity which checks their
knowledge and understanding of the compass points.
Outline the different parts of a Silva type compass; this can be either done by
showing a visual aid or a large example of a compass or better still, having a go at
constructing a paper version, as in the attached example.
If possible, go outdoors at this stage, and using a map and compass, explain to,
and encourage the participants to have a go at, setting a map, taking a bearing,
walking on a bearing and combining a map and compass. It might be helpful if
participants are in pairs for this activity so that they can help each other. Large
groups might mean that not everyone has a go or learns effectively.
Once the participants are happy with the principles of how to use a compass, have
a go at some of the activities outlined below either individually or as a series of
bases. You could also arrange a short hike, perhaps in unfamiliar territory, to

reinforce what they have learned. It will also be helpful to follow up with some of
these activities at a later date.

Your Skills Checklist
When you feel confident about using a compass, check how you are doing and see
which of the following you can tick off:
Name the parts of a compass
Take a compass bearing
Set a map using a compass
Walk on a compass bearing
Take a back bearing
Walk around obstacles maintaining the correct direction
Explain the importance of magnetic variation
Explain the difference between true north, magnetic north and grid north

Boating Activities
Calculating Tidal Heights for a Secondary Port
Example of Calculating tide heights for a secondary port – for this exercise you
will need to refer to the chart Tide Predictions for Gold Coast Seaway July to August
on page 218 of the Fieldbook for Australian Scouting.
For the 1st July, using the tide tables, we can calculate the tide heights and times for
Snapper Rocks (Coolangatta), a secondary port, by using the predictions for the Gold
Coast Seaway some distance away.
Step 1. Copy the information for the standard port (Gold Coast Seaway) into Column
A. This shows the times for the low and high times for the day.
Step 2. Write the time difference for Snapper Rocks in Column B.
Step 3. Add Columns A and B to get the tide times for Snapper Rocks.
Step 4. In Column D copy the tide heights for Gold Coast Seaway for the 1st July.
To calculate the tide heights for Snapper Rocks we need to use the following
information from the Tidal Planes for Secondary Ports:
The ratio from Column 9 (which is 1.10)
The adjustment from column 10 (which is 0)
Step 5. In column E, multiply the ratio from column 9 by the Height of Tide at Gold
Coast Seaway.
Step 6. In Column F add the adjustment from column 10 to the value calculated in
Column E.
Step 7. Column G then has the tide heights for the Secondary Ports.

Rowing
Regardless of whether you are going to row as a sport, a team building activity or
simply to get from A to B, it is important you understand the names of the parts of the
boat and the common terms used in rowing.

Rowing terms
The terms labelled in the diagrams apply to parts of rowboats regardless of how the
boat is constructed or what the materials are.

Types of rowing boats
Aluminium rowboats are light, rugged, and require little maintenance. Floatation units
are usually built in. Fibreglass boats also use flotation units. They require little care,
but can be heavy to handle.
Punt This is a narrow, shallow, flat-bottomed boat with identical square ends that
have a sloping overhang.
Dory This is a deep rowboat with a narrow, flat bottom and clinker-built sides that
flare out to a relatively wide beam at the level of the gunwales. It has a sharp bow and
a narrow ‘V’-shaped transom.
Pram This is a short boat with a narrow squared bow and a somewhat wider transom.
It is typically 2.5 metres long with a 1.25 metre beam and is usually ‘V’-bottomed.
Dinghy This is a small rowboat, usually round-bottomed with a transom stern, and is
used as a tender to larger craft.
Skiff This usually refers to a small flat-bottomed rowboat with straight sides, a
pointed bow and a transom stern.

Oars and Rowlocks
Oars are made of straight-grained spruce or hardwood and very occasionally from
plastic. Spruce, although light, wears quickly. Hardwood oars are heavy, but they last
longer and can take more hard knocks.
Rowlocks are essential to rowing. There are many types available, but their purpose is
the same. They provide a pivot point for rowing, and are the point where the reaction
to the stroke is applied to the boat, causing it to move.

With reference to the diagrams, rowlock (a) is a ‘Davis’ lock which swings down out
of the way when not in use. Rowlock (c) is put on the oar before the ‘button’ or
preventer is put on. The pin in rowlock (d) goes through the oar and may weaken it.
Rowlock (b) is a simple swivel rowlock similar to (a) except it does not swing down.
The oar is simply set into (a) and (b) when you want to row. In the case of (c) and (d),
the rowlocks are attached to the oars, and must be put into the holes in the gunwales
when you are preparing to row.

Entering a boat
Entering a row boat is similar to entering a canoe. If you are on your own, keep as
close to the keel line as possible. If you are in a crewed boat, enter in pairs from
opposite sides, and sit down facing the stern. If you are boarding from a wharf or bank
in deep water, enter one at a time, and maintain the boat’s balance or trim as each
person enters.
Rowing
Learning to row is easy. Once you have mastered the four parts of the stroke, you are
on your way to getting around quickly and effortlessly on the water.
To row a dinghy or skiff efficiently you use the whole of your body, not only the
arms. Your feet have to be braced, preferably against a stretcher so the whole upper
body can swing with the oar. When you are seated with the oar at right angles to the
keel and parallel with the water, your forearm should also be parallel with the water
and your elbows close to your sides.
To start rowing, stretch your arms out and lean forward from the hips, keeping the oar
parallel to the water. Then raise your hands to allow only the blade of the oar to enter
the water (catch) and lean back with your arms straight. When you are as far back as
comfortably possible, continue the pull with your arms (pull), then drop the hands to
level with the gunwale, lifting the blade from the water (feather), and recover to the
point of arms outstretched in front of you (recovery). Pause, let the boat run for a
moment from the power you have exerted, then repeat the stroke.
That pause is important because it allows you time to breathe, and if you are rowing
in a crew, it is the space during which the strokes are coordinated. When you are
rowing in a crew, your time is always taken from the stroke oar, that is that of the
rower who is placed in the aftermost starboard-side position.

To row a straight course, point the bow to the destination. Pick a landmark on the
opposite shore over the centre of the stern and keep it there. Occasionally look over
your shoulder to be sure you are not carried sideways by wind or current.

Rowing terms
When you are rowing in a crew, that is, two or more oars each with a separate rower,
it is important to work as a team. This is helped by the coxswain giving implicit
orders. The traditional orders are:
Out oars The oars are placed in the crutches; the crew members sit at the ready
position, oars at right angles to the keel and parallel to the water.
Stand-by The crew members lean forwards and stretch their arms ready to commence
the stroke; the oar remains parallel to the water.
Give way together Dip the blades and pull.
Hold water The blades are dipped into the water at right angles to the boat and held
(in order to stop the boat quickly).
Hold water port (starboard) Only the nominated side holds water; the other side
keeps rowing (in order to turn the boat quickly).
Trail oars The handle end of the oar is passed behind the body, allowing the blade to
flow back alongside the boat (this will narrow the boat dramatically).
Back water Literally rowing backwards; done with arms only. Used to manoeuvre
the boat; may be given as backwater port (starboard).
Way enough The order to stop rowing, return to the out-oars position after one more
stroke.
Oars Return to the out-oars position
Boat oars Remove the oar from the crutch and stow it inside the boat, usually
between the rower and the gunwale, blade facing aft.
Orders are given in mid-stroke and are obeyed after one more stroke.
Another interesting activity associated with rowing is sculling over the stern, that is,
using only one oar over the stern in order to propel the boat forward.
Rowing as part of a crew in a suitable boat can be very enjoyable in itself and also as
a beginning to all other boating, not to mention it is great exercise. It teaches the
essence of balance, trimming and teamwork; in other words, the ‘feel’ of a boat.

Different types of sailing boat rigs
Cat boat - A single triangular sail set on a mast that is positioned well forward. This is
the simplest sail plan of all, and generally the easiest for beginners to handle. It is
typically only found on small dinghies and catamarans.

Bermudan - Possibly the most popular rig on modern sailing boats. It is found on
sailing boats of all sizes. It is a single-masted rig with two sails, a headsail (jib)
forward of the mast and a larger mainsail aft of the mast (attached to the boom).

Gaff rig - This usually employs a four sided sail, and is hoisted on a mast with its
head extended aft and upwards by a spar called a gaff. Its foot is extended by the
boom.
Gunter rig - This rig uses a gaff which is very long in proportion to the boom and a
fairly short mast. The halyard leads through a sheave at the masthead, and is attached
to the gaff so that when the gaff is fully hoisted, it extends vertically along and above
the mast.
Ketch - A two-masted sailing boat, the after mast (or mizzenmast) being the shorter of
the two, and is set forward of the stern.

Yawl - Another two-masted boat, very similar to a ketch, but with a shorter mizzen
mast which is set further aft so the sail extends beyond the stern.

Schooner - This is another two-masted sailing boat, except with the mizzen mast taller
than the main (forward) mast.

Cutter - This is very similar to a Bermudan although they tend to be larger and carry
double headsails.
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Air Activities
Australian aviation – 1910 till when?
No Australian, regardless of age or sex, who has the slightest interest in aeroplanes,
can fail to pause and wonder at what has taken place in this country’s aviation era. We
can go back as far as the year 1851 where we find an Australia, Dr William Bland,
designing an ‘atmotic ship’, comprising a long balloon with suspended cabin and
steam-driven engines.

This was followed by some forty years of balloon flights and experiments in various
states, by men such as Harry L’Estrange, Pierre Maigré, Thomas Gale and John Allen.
However, serious Australian-aviation history truly started with the now famous
Lawrence Hargrave and his experiments using box kites to lift himself into the air.

It is interesting to note that he achieved an ascent in 1894 using four kites weighing
only a little over 15 kilograms, some 76 kilograms less than the weight they lifted to

an altitude of 5 metres. Many people today build and fly kites, different in size and
design but still ably demonstrating many of the properties that helped get aviation
started in the world.

We came to the first powered flight in Australia, and with it much controversy about
who is entitled to the honour. We leave it to you to decide for yourself, based on what
has been recorded. On 9 December 1909, Colin Defries took off in a Wright biplane
from Sydney’s Victoria Park Racecourse, resulting in a flight of five and a half
seconds, covering 104 metres, at a height of from 1 to 5 metres.
The next challenge to the title came on 17 March 1910, at Bolivar, just north of
Adelaide, when Fred Custance in a Bleriot Monoplane recorded a flight of some five
and a half minutes, the first flight in Australia by an Australian.
Next day, 18 March 1910, Harry Houdini, the famous escapologist, took off from
Digger’s Rest near Melbourne in a French-built Voisin biplane and flew some three
and a half minutes in what has been described as perfectly controlled flight. It would
appear that the controversy centres around what can truly be called flight. Is it the
time airborne, the amount of control displayed, the height reached, or the distance
covered? Argue on, but all three were great pioneers of Australian aviation.
Powered flight in Australia was on its way, and with the advent of World War I came
the chance for many Australians to enter the field of military aviation through their
enlistment in the Royal Flying Corps. From the ranks of the RFC and the Australian
Flying Corps came our first military ‘aces’ before there was ever an official Royal
Australian Air Force (RAAF).

Melbourne pilot Lt A.H. Cobby shot down a total of thirty-two enemy aircraft, and
won the DSC and three DFCs to become Australia’s leading ace of the war. The
combat record of the three AFC Squadrons serving in Europe was indeed impressive:
284 enemy aircraft were shot down, and a further 163 were forced down, for a total
Australian loss of sixty aircraft.
Some famous Australian aviation names to come out of the services after World War I
were Bert Hinkler, Charles Kingsford-Smith, Oswald Watt, Sir Lawrence Wackett,
Sir Hudson Fysh, Sir Ross and Sir Keith Smith, Sir Richard Williams and many
others whose wartime experience both on the ground and in the air contributed greatly
to Australian’s aviation progress.
The years that followed the Armistice brought a gradual progression in commercial
aviation in this country, from barnstorming all over the country to the formation of the
Aero Club movement and to the first England-to-Australia air race including a
$10,000 prize offered by Prime Minister W. M. Hughes for the first Australian crew
to reach Australia within 720 hours before the end of 1919. On 10 December 1919 the
Smith Brothers, Ross and Keith, arrived in Darwin in their famous Vickers Vimy
Bomber, to claim the prize and bring to the Australian public the reality of
international air travel.
The years 1920 and 1921 saw the evolution of some control over the aviation scene in
Australian when a Controller of Civil Aviation was appointed and a system of
licences for pilots and engineers was formulated. When Parliament passed the Air
Navigation Bill, the ‘anything goes’ and ‘aerial circus’ atmosphere surrounding the
industry began to disappear.
The next fifteen years saw fantastic development in the domestic air services, the
formation of the RAAF and record-breaking flights to and from the Australian
continent.
The birth of an internal airline system say the making and breaking of many
companies, the names of most of which are rarely heard. They included West
Australian Airways, Guinea Airways, New England Airways, Airlines of Australia,
ANA, Butler Air Transport and many others. However, two names from the formative
years live on, although their operations have changes considerably since those early
years. One is MacRobertson miller Airlines (MMA – Mickey Mouse Airlines as it is
affectionately referred to), which first formed in South Australia and then shifted to
Western Australia and is now part of the Ansett Group. The other is the mightly
Queensland and Northern Territory Air Services, now known as Qantas Airways
Limited, which is real success story, from spanning the bush to spanning the world.
On the military side, 1 April 1921 heralded the birth of the RAAF with a collection of
aircraft consisting of Avro 504Ks for training, DH9s, and some SE5As. About 140
officers and airmen operated from its one and only station, Point Cook, in Victoria.
Gradually the airforce was expanded, more stations were opened, more people were
recruited, and more modern aircraft, such as the Bristol Bulldog and Hawker Demons,
were added to strength.

Meanwhile record breakers were speeding over the new air lanes between Australia
and the rest of the world. In 1924 the round-Australian record was established by a
Department of Civil Aviation crew, only to be broken less than three years later by the
famous team of Kingsford-Smith (Smithy) ad Charles Ulm. In 1928, Bert Hinkler
from Bundaberg knocked six hours off the England-to-Darwin record of the Smith
brothers. The same year Smith and Ulm were at it again, to set a California-toBrisbane record of 83 hours 43 minutes. These feats were followed by Sir Francis
Chichester, Amy Johnson and Jean Batten, to name but a few. Scott and Black won
yet another England-to-Australia air race in 1934.
Many books could be written, and indeed have been written, on Australian aviation
during the period 1939-45. The exploits of the RAAF in action deserve much more
space than is available here. The RAAF saw service in Europe, the Pacific, the Middle
East, India-Burma, the Far East and other areas, and rose in strength to a peak of over
182 000 men and women. Within Australia, great expansion was seen in the fields of
aircraft servicing and manufacture, while little expansion was possible in commercial
aviation because most civil aircraft were put into military service.
The years following World War II have shown great strides in the Australian aviation
scene in almost all fields. The notable exception is that of aircraft manufacture which
has had many ups and downs over recent years. The light aircraft registered in this
country have grown enormously in numbers, variety and sophistication. We now have
small jets operating in the general aviation field and helicopters operating from the
heart of our cities to the remotest areas of this continent. International airline services
are almost entirely jet operated and competition is closely controlled by government
policy. Qantas continues to compete at the highest level of international air travel,
with its fleets of Boeing 747s and 767s.
Military aviation continually expanded in all three services, the RAAF having sent
squadrons to war in Korea and Vietnam. Keeping pace with all this progress, the
Department of Transport is expanding its services with radar installations, modern
radio aids, longer runways, new aerodromes and everything required to service this
vast industry.
All this happened in a very short time. What can we expect in the next fifty years?

Light-aircraft engines
The light-aircraft engine today is the result of many years work by designers striving
to overcome, if not eliminate entirely, some of the unacceptable features that were
commonplace in the early engines.
Gone are the old bulky and unwieldy engines, and in their place are light compact
units that are remarkably economical for their power output. These came into being as
aircraft designers became more aware of the need to streamline aircraft. One of the
major requirements was a need to reduce the frontal area (and therefore the engine
size) to achieve comparable performance from a smaller capacity engine. A look
around at today’s range of light aircraft, in which the horizontally opposed cylinder
concept is predominant, will soon make you aware of the advances made in this field.

Taking off the engine cowls reveals a small well-designed and extremely wellfinished piece of machinery, making extensive use of light-alloy materials, the
operation of which is relatively foolproof. The engine has a dual-magneto ignition
system (mainly for safety); a simple electric starting procedure, which eliminates the
old method of hand starting; a simple-mixture control to improve performance and
economy at higher altitudes, and even a simple-to-operate hot-air device to offset the
carburettor icing problems that plagued the early aviators.
Piston engine
When a person stands near an engine that is running it is possible to feel the heat
being driven off.
These engines are ‘heat’ engines, which means they get their power from the energy
given out when fuel is burnt, making a gas.
The fuel used is aviation gasoline (AVGAS). It is first vapourised and mixed with air.
The carburettor delivers the correct mixture of fuel and air. The fuel is delivered into a
chamber where it is compressed by a piston. When fully compressed it is ignited by a
flash of flame from the spark plugs. This causes the gas to becomes heated and
expand. The piston is forced down and a rod attached to the piston head turns a shaft
that is linked to the propeller. As it rotates it will make the propeller spin thousands of
times per minute.
The propeller will bite into the air causing it to pull the aircraft forward through the
air. A four-stroke cycle engine is the type used and the following diagram shows how
it works.

Jet engine
Gas turbine engine
The jet engine works the in same way as the recoil effect experienced when a machine
gun is fired.
Air is dragged into a chamber by means of a turbine or fan; it is ignited in a chamber,
and the exploding gas is forced out the back of the engine by a rear turbine. This
provides the same reaction as the machinegun and forces the aircraft forward.
Naturally, the turbines rotate at a fantastic speed causing a continuous thrust of
exploding gas out of the engine, and this provides sufficient power to move the
aircraft through the air. The following diagram of the gas turbine engine will show
you in detail how it works.

Prop jet engine
As pure jet engines are best suited to high speed, high altitude aircraft, light aircraft
normally use an adaptation of the turbine engine in which the turbine shaft is extended
forward to a speed reduction gearbox which then drives a propeller, which provides
most of the thrust, although the jet exhaust still does provide some thrust also. For
lower speed and lower altitude aircraft, the propeller provides thrust more efficiently
than a pure jet, which is very important for aircraft used mainly for relatively short,
low altitude journeys. Many helicopters also use prop jet engines.

Aeromodelling
Where do I start?
The beginner has a few choices when starting as an aeromodeller.
Plastic models
These are excellent injection-moulded scale models of real aircraft, and although all
the parts are of the highest quality detail, they are usually small and a certain amount
of skill is required to put them together. Care and patience are rewarded by a model to
decorate your home or Patrol corner.
Hand-launch gliders
This is usually the first type of flying model a beginner tries. Here we are introduced
to some of the common modelling materials: balsa, glue, lacquer, and tissue. The
tools required are not very unusual and a good job can be done with a ‘Stanley’ knife
(razorblades are dangerous), a steel rule, fine sandpaper and sanding block, and pins.
An important item is a building and cutting board, which saves the tabletops, and
when dinner is ready, the board and the plane under construction can be shifted
without any trouble. A plan of a typical beginner’s hand-launch glider (chuckie) with
many helpful hints is shown a little further on to get you started.
Materials
These are available from local model shops and consist of:
1 of 1 metre x 6.5 mm hard balsa (will make several fuselages)
1 of 1 metre x 6.5 mm medium balsa (will make two sets of
wings)
1 of 1 metre x 1.5 mm medium balsa (will make several
tailplanes).
Building
With carbon paper between the plan and the balsa, trace directly over the outline of
the wing, fuselage and tailplane, then cut carefully around the outline on the balsa.
Next the wing (still in one piece) can be sandpapered to the aerofoil shape shown on
the plan; this is important if the model is to fly well. The wing can now be cut and reglued to give the polyhedral shown. The fuselage can be shaped with sandpaper to
round off the edges with exception of the wing platform, which is left flat. The
tailplane is rounded off at the edges and sanded flat. The finished components can
now be assembled using glue and steel pins. At this stage make sure that your model
is squared off as in the front view shown on the plan. Once again this is critical, or the
model won’t fly. One or more coats of clear lacquer will help to toughen the glider
and reduce the drag.
Flying
The model will almost certainly have to have a small quantity of lead sheet glued to
its nose to achieve a balance at a point about one-third of the distance between the
leading and trailing edges of the wing (centre of gravity shown on plan). With a gentle
hand launch, the glider should descend into a gentle slope to the ground (see

illustration). Stalling is corrected by increasing the nose weight; diving is corrected by
reducing the nose weight.
If at all possible, enlist the aid of an experienced aeromodeller to help your group
through all the stages of building to flying – there is no substitute for experience.

Sailplane or glider
This is often the next step, and a model of 60 to 100 cm wing span should be built
from either a plan or a commercial kit available from your nearest hobby or model
shop. As the modeller gains experience, larger models can be built and these
invariably fly better and for longer times than the smaller ones.
A sailplane is usually towed on a towline like a kite, and when it is well overhead the
tow ring of the end of the line slips off, leaving the glider in free flight.
Rubber models
This type of model is also frequently built by the beginner, but a considerable amount
of know-how is required to trim the model so that it will fly successfully. A small
commercial kit is certainly the best way to get started in rubber models.

Power models
The advent of the small model-aeroplane motor, which is now a very powerful and
reliable power unit, paves the way to both free-flight power models and control-line
flying.
Free-flight power
This is a plane for the modeller with a reasonable amount of experience and is not
recommended for the beginner.
Control-line
After a few months of building and flying gliders, a simple control-line model is well
within your scope. Control liners of 60 to 90 cm wing span powered by a 1.49 cc –
2.5 cc diesel or glow-plug motor, are usually of built-up construction, but sometimes
sheet-balsa model kits are available.

A control-line model is, as the name suggests, a model that flies in a circle tethered to
two control wires held by a pilot at one end and connected to the elevator of the
aeroplane, via a control plate, at the other end.
By moving the control handle, the pilot gives corresponding elevator movement
causing the model to respond accordingly. That is to say, backward movement of the
control handle is the natural action for climb. Pushing the handle forward is the
natural action for a dive.
With this relatively simple system of elevator control, almost any manoeuvre in the
pitching plane, such as climbing, diving, looping and flying inverted, can be
accomplished. Practical limits are, first, the design of the model itself, and second, the
ability of the pilot. While it is relatively simple to produce a sports-type control-line
model that will fly satisfactorily, climb and dive, and possibly, loop, the design of
models capable of a full aerobatic range is much more specialised.

Control-line flying lends itself to many variations.

All in all, this is a very enjoyable part of model flying which does not require a big
area to fly in. It is certainly advisable, however, to get the help of an experienced
modeller to help you build and fly your first model and to advise you where you can
fly, as many town councils now have by-laws limiting where you can fly enginepowered models due to the noise they make. Even models with silencers may still be
prohibited. The types of models described here are the types of models to be built and
flown to the requirements set down in the rules.
From this point onwards, the scope of types of models to fly is endless, even reaching
to remote control by radio.

Radio control
A transmitter operated by the pilot sends a radio signal to a small receiver tuned to a
given frequency inside the model. This signal is decoded within the radio receiver and
the pulse then operates a small electric motor which in turn is connected to the various
control surfaces of the aircraft.
This type of equipment is used to fly both sports and competition power models and
gliders. With this equipment trained pilots can fly their model in exactly the same way
as a pilot inside a real aeroplane.
Model flying is a worldwide activity, and many national and international
competitions in all phases of the sport are conducted each year.
Aeromodelling is a hobby that can be enjoyed by anyone. It is a perfect training
ground for any ambitious young person who perhaps wants to go on to full-size glider
or power flying or even to making commercial aviation a lifetime career.

Aeromodelling clubs
By this time you will no doubt be a very enthusiastic aeromodeller looking to build
and fly even bigger and better models.
Joining a model-aeroplane club is the best way to progress because you will get the
help of many other modellers who will be only too pleased to help you.
It is advisable to join a club affiliated with the Model Aeronautical Association of
Australia, the controlling body responsibly to the FAI in France, the organisation
controlling all aeroplane-glider and parachuting competition throughout the world.
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Snow Activities
Toboggan
Loading the toboggan
It is important to know how to load and lash the equipment on the sled or toboggan
properly. The following method is a good one.
1. Lay a large piece of canvas on the toboggan. It should be large enough to turn up
on all sides and ends, and to cover the load completely. You can also use this
canvas as a shelter or a windbreak in the campsite.
2. Distribute the load equally so the toboggan will track properly. Make sure the
load is packed squarely, nothing sticks out over the edges, and it is not top heavy.
3. When the load is stowed, cover it snugly with the canvas, and then start lashing it
to the toboggan. Start the lashing rope at the front of the toboggan, crossing over
the top, down through the side ropes, back up and over and so on, toward the rear.
Bring the lashing rope back up to the front of the toboggan in the same way and
secure it with a clove hitch.
4. After you have completed the lashing, you can secure exes, shovels, spare skis and
snowshoes on top of the load. Keep these extra items to a minimum.
Time spent in making a neat, secure job before you set out will save time on the trail.

Towing the toboggan
The toboggan is best handled by a crew of three people: two towing, one behind
holding the mush rope. The person on the mush rope is in charge and directs the other
two who are pulling. To make the team go slower, the musher calls out ‘hi’, to make
it move off or go faster, ‘mush’. The musher is responsible for holding the toboggan
back when going downhill, keeping it straight on the sides of the hills, and steering it
around holes, trees and other obstacles.

The mush rope is hooked to the stern of the toboggan, and the musher holds the free
end by the hand. The musher should not tie the rope around the waist, because this
will make it hard on the team if he/she falls or holds back.
The harness rope is passed under the upturned bow of the toboggan or through the
towing holes on the bow. The two forward ends are passed over the shoulders of the
first person in front of the toboggan, across the chest, and then hooked back into the
steel rings by the snap fasteners.
The pull rope is fastened into the steel rings of the harness rope by the snap fasteners,
and the forward end is fastened over the shoulders of the second person in the same
way that the harness rope is fastened to the first.

If the load is heavy, or the going is hard, additional pull ropes and more people may
be necessary.
The musher must get all the work possible out of the team and must be constantly on
the job, calling to the team, making sure the ropes between the front people are tight
and that each is doing a fair share of the work. Thirty minutes is a good shift for each
team, although this will vary depending on how hard the going is.
Toboggan team on skis
If a toboggan team is travelling on cross-country skis the herringbone technique will
usually be used for climbing a hill. If the hill is steep, another team may be harnessed
to the team on the toboggan.

More About Snowshoes
Flotation is the degree to which a snow shoe will keep you from sinking into the
snow. As a rule, a large snowshoe of almost any shape works well in deep snow on
level ground. When the snow is deep and loose, and the ground is flat with little or no
rough terrain, flotation is very important.
If you intend to wear snowshoes on hilly ground you will need traction. Traction is
improved by the position of the toe cord. The farther the toe cord is, the deeper the
front of the snowshoe will sink. Attaching metal devices to the bottom of the
snowshoe will improve traction. It is best to attach these directly beneath the ball of
the foot so the full weight of the body will ensure a good grip or bite.
Tracking is simply how well the snowshoe follows the foot. Each time the foot is
raised, the toe of the snowshoe should rise up and the tail should drag directly behind.
The key to good tracking is the ability of the boot toe to move through the snowshoe
toe hole. Snowshoes with a high turned up toe usually track best because the toes

does not catch in the snow. The tail should be heavier than the toe. If you lift a
snowshoe by the binding, the tail should drop immediately.
Dimensions are always a compromise. Longer and wider snowshoes naturally have a
greater flotation but the size adds weight. Dimensions also affect a snowshoe’s
performance, so you must be careful to choose the right size and weight.
Length: Long snowshoes track better but are difficult to handle when making
turns.
Width: Unless you are very tall, a shoe more than 25 centimetres wide will tire
you because you will be walking with your feet apart.
Weight: Every kilogram on the foot is as tiring as five on the back. Because size
adds weight, use as small and as light a snowshoe as possible.
Front or toe turn-up on the snowshoe reduces the problem of the snowshoe catching
in the snow. If there is too big a turn-up, the snowshoe may crack the wearer on the
shins.
The bindings used on snowshoes are as important to the snowshoer as the bindings on
skis are to skiers. The binding must allow the toe of the boot to move up and down
easily through the toe hole in the snowshoe. At the same time, the binding should
hold the foot firmly and allow no side play.
The simplest way to bind your foot to a snowshoe is to loop a length of 2cm wide
lamp wicking over you toes and pass two ends of the stringing to either side of the toe
hole, then diagonally across the toe, then fasten them above the heel. Unless you
know exactly the right way to tie and adjust a homemade harness of this type,
however, it is likely to give you trouble. The average snowshoer will find the
manufactured harness the best. This is a simple leather pocket or toe cap open at both
ends and lashed to the stringing of the shoe. The toe fits into the cap, and the straps
from either side run back around the ankle.

Caring for snowshoes
Except for the person who uses snowshoes all through winter, maintenance is easy
and can be done once a year.
At the end of the winter season give the wood and webbing a coat of marine spar
varnish. Allow this to dry, then rub lightly with fine steel wool or sandpaper. Then
apply a second coat of varnish. (The sandpapering is important in order to ensure the
coats hold together well.) A third coat is a good idea but not necessary. The finished
job should leave the wood and webbing looking shiny.
Do not varnish your binding harness. If these are leather, treat with a good silicon
leather treatment.
Snowshoe materials
Wooden-framed snowshoes remain the ones that most snowshoers choose. The
wooden frame is usually white ash, and the lacing is raw untanned cowhide. Although
rawhide is tough and will withstand considerable wear, it loses much of its strength
when wet. To protect the wood and the rawhide from moisture they are heavily
coated with marine spar varnish.
Some manufacturers use nylon cord for lacing. Both these are waterproof, although
nylon tends to wear quickly on breakable crust snow.
Metal frames are also used today, and magnesium and aluminium frames are the most
common. Metal frames must be anodised or coated in order to prevent snow from
sticking to them.
Plastic snowshoes give problems because of the limitations of the material. They are
too flexible, break in cold temperatures and develop a bowed appearance, the toe and
heel pointing up. They do have the advantage of low cost and light weight however.
Mal de raquette
There is a sort of snowshoe cramp that may slow snowshoers up or disable them for a
number of days. This condition was called mal de raquette (snowshoe illness) by a
French Canadian. People who are new to snowshoeing may at first have cramped
muscles from overexertion. Thigh and calf muscles seldom used in ordinary walking
will soon react to the unusual gait of snowshoeing. Rest and massages with liniment
will usually help lessen the cramps. Begin with short trips, gradually building up to
long trips, and you will soon overcome mal de raquette

Making a Sleigh
You require about 12 metres of 1 x 2 clear pine and 250 grams of 37 mm brass
screws. Although the diagram shows how you can make your own runners, an old
pair of skis will do the trick just as well.
When you have finished building the sleigh, you can paint it.
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Ropes Knots and Lashings
Following are a few things you have to keep in mind when making rope.
The finished rope will be only two-thirds as long as the strands you use.
As you wind the handle, keeping the blade parallel to the floor, take care to
use the wrench in order to prevent the strands from tangling.
When the strands start to take shape, the weight box will begin to move on its
own. Let it; if you try to stop it you will lock the swivel, which has to spin.
As raw material for your rope, you can use binder twine or ordinary counter
string available at any wholesalers. Avoid synthetic fibre, because it sets up
static electricity and makes the process very difficult.
Rope-making machine

To make your rope:
1. Place the weight box (b) at one end of a smooth uncarpeted floor or on the
ground. Place books or a 4 kg bag in the box.
2. At some distance away, set up the machine (a), lining up the hooks (f) with the
swivel (e) on the weight box.
3. Work the handles of the hooks through the three holes in the winding handle
(c).
4. Make a small loop in the end of a ball of counter string, or one-ply sisal binder
twine and thread it on to the swivel.
5. Stretch three double strands to each of the hooks, keeping the tension even.
You may have to have someone hold the machine still.
6. When all three hooks have six pieces of string on them, start to wind the
handle, keeping the blade parallel to the floor and always turning in the same
direction.
7. When the strands begin to wind together, use the wrench to pack the turns
evenly. You may have to slow your winding.
8. When the rope is almost complete, take out the wrench and turn the handle
very slowly to ensure the strands do not form knots.
9. Using a length of the string, whip the ends of the rope very tightly before
cutting the rope from the machine with a sharp knife. Snap the rope to even
out the turns. If you wish, dip the rope ends in varnish to seal the whipping.
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Construction
Construction Projects
Camp loom
This is a very useful item for camp if you wish to make table tops, walls, placemats,
bedding, and so on. Your need will determine the width and length of the loom.
The loom consists of a row of vertical posts spaced evenly apart. This is the width you
require.
A distance away (the length you require), two vertical posts are placed in the ground,
and a spar is lashed between them to form the holding spar.
A length of sisal, or similar material, is tied to the top of the vertical post, taken to the
holding spar and fixed with an overhand knot, then taken back and attached to the
weaving spar. This length of sisal is called a runner. Each vertical post is to have its
own runner of sisal.
To operate, lift the weaving spar up and place the material for weaving between the
runners. Then take the weaving spar down below the other lines, and place more
material between the runners.
Each time the weaving spar is brought down, you alternate each side of the vertical
posts.
If you wish to make a wall, you will have to strengthen the weave by occasionally
adding a strong stick to the material. You will also have to add a small spar,
sharpened on one end. This can be hit into the ground to form a post when you are
erecting the wall.
When the loom is full or you have reached the required length, tie off the ends
together, then cut the overhand knot on the holding spar and finish off the reef knot.

Camp projects
The step ladder requires the use of lashings - shear lashing for the legs and square
lashings for the rungs. The two strings joining the feet of the ladder are essential, and
a diagonal brace should be added to the legs for stability.
The foot stool is also an exercise in lashing, but the hardest part is making the seat
reasonably comfortable! For the deck chair, the seat can be of either string or canvas,
but get the sag correct.
The gate is an exercise in the use of lashings.

Ropeways
Flying fox This is the best known and most popular of all pioneering projects. The job
can be broken down into four separate parts: shear legs, anchorage, platform and
fixing the rope in the tree, and bosun's chair.
The shear legs must be high enough for the bosun's chair to clear the ground at the
lowest point.
To stop the shear legs from sliding under the rope and collapsing, brace them securely
with guy lines. The anchorage should be one you can tighten, because the rope
stretches with use. Do not forget sacking where the main rope is fixed to the tree and
at the shear legs. The main rope should not be too tight, because a small amount of
slack helps in the slowing down. However, there is a fair load in the rope, so make
sure it is in good condition. Keep the pulley block oiled, otherwise it will be too hard
to get it back. For best results, the runaway has to be at least 20 metres long and the
angle of descent not too steep.
Note: Check with your Branch for any extra regulations for the construction
of flying foxes or aerial runways.

Simple rope bridge All that is required for this bridge is two ropes and of course, two
stout trees! If the bridge is to cross a stream, you should plan a method for getting one
of your Patrol members across. You may have to throw one rope into the far tree with
a short stick attached so it wedges in the branches tightly, and then either swing across
or go hand over hand. The most important thing is to get both ropes to the same
amount of tightness. The best method of tightening would be by using a tackle. If the
ropes are at all loose, the bridge will sag, and the top rope may even go out of reach!
The protection around the tree is vital. To secure the ropes, make a clove hitch and
two half hitches to the start, then finish by tightening with a round turn and two half
hitches.

Towers
Platform The main requirements of this structure are two long and fairly stout spars
to carry the platform. The whole tower can be built on the ground and pulled erect in a
way so the main legs drop into holes in the ground about 30 to 50 centimetres deep.
To be successful, the lashings for both the platform supports, and also the diagonal
bracings, have to be well made. The rope ladder is attached before the tower is
erected, but it should be pegged to the ground so it can be climbed easily. The four
main guys should be tightened evenly in order to prevent the tower from twisting.

Square tower This tower has many uses, and provides a rigid platform that can be up
to 6 metres above the ground. It can be made as a permanent structure if the joints
between the spars are bolted, or, alternatively, it can be dismantled if rope lashings are
used. As in the previous tower (the platform), the actual building is best carried out on
the ground and then pulled upright. You may find this part of the job is most easily
carried out with the help of some auxiliary guy poles.

Pyramid tower The structure shown is composed of two similar three-sided
pyramids, which are lashed together and held in place by short guy ropes. The easiest
way of building it is to construct the two pyramids separately, the longest sides on the
ground, and to join them with figure-of-eight lashings where the three main spars
meet. The whole tower can then be pulled erect with long guy ropes. Make sure the
rope ladder is in position before erection. Depending on the length of your spars, a
tower up to about 6 metres high can be built.

Bridges
Rope suspension bridge This bridge uses the same principles as those in the world's
great suspension bridges such as the Golden Gate in the United States, or the Forth
Road Bridge in Scotland. The loads are carried entirely by tension in the main top
ropes, and the footway is simply suspended from the main ropes and lightly stretched
between the trestles. The loads in the main ropes are transferred to the trestles, which
require some diagonal braces in order to stop them collapsing sideways, and to the
end anchorages. The latter must be perfectly secure, and allow for some tensioning
adjustments in the ropes. One difficulty often encountered is that of getting the strings
between the top rope and the footway exactly equal on each side of the bridge. The
trestles must be securely fixed in the ground so they will not slip, and must be tall
enough to give sufficient clearance over the water. Remember this bridge may sag
appreciably as you walk across, but if built properly, has adequate safety.

Lattice girder bridge This is a bridge that can be built with the traditional ropes and
spars, or from steel waterpipe, or even from slotted-steel angle section. The latter
materials would be ideal for longer lasting structures, although the project could also
be constructed in timber with bolted joints. Using lashed joints, spans up to about 6
metres are easily achieved, and using bolted joints, much greater spans are feasible. If
the bridge is to be built from waterpipe, standard clip fittings are available for the
joints. In each panel the diagonals can be either single 25 mm X 3 mm steel flats, or
they can be crossed between each corner from loops of fencing wire which are
tightened by twisting. Notice how the handrail can be braced by outriggers at each
vertical member. This is necessary in order to prevent it buckling sideways under
load. You will find it easy to build this bridge on the bank of the stream and to launch
it by pulling with ropes across the stream.

Some more ideas for Crossing the Creek

Flagpoles
Even the simple flagpole can be a challenge of construction to your Patrol members have your Patrol members design their own.

Shear legs and balistas
Following are a few more ideas on things to build, from shear legs to balistas.

Hyperbolic-paraboloids
For a challenge, try construction of a hyperbolic-paraboloid (HP).
You will require some spars, eye screws or staples, and lots of sisal or coloured string.
The first illustrations show a variety of simple two-spar layouts. The lines can be one
way without cross-lines.
Design 1 Follow steps 1 to 3 as follows.
1. Passing the twine, as in diagram (a). Horizontal pole: 2.5 m (an eye every 10 cm,
25 intervals). Vertical pole: 4.5 m (50 cm in the ground, an eye every 16 cm, 25
intervals).
2. The vertical pole is put in place as in diagram (b).
3. The ropes are prepared, starting at one end, as in diagram (c). It must be noted that
a considerable quantity of metres of sisal is recuperated.

Design 2 This design is another simple layout and can be altered to give various
results. Follow steps 1 to 3 as follows.
1. Pass the twine through the eyes. The number of eyes will depend on the effect you
wish to achieve. You can also run a second colour twine on alternate eyes, as in
diagram (a).
2. Place one spar in place, vertically or at an angle. You now have a choice.
3. Place the second spar in place, running the twine as you finalise the angle and
result required. If you run the twine in line, you will have a result as in diagram (b).
If you reverse the second spar then run the twine, you will have a different effect,
as in diagram (c).

Design 3 When using more than two spars, your designs can become effective.
Construct a hyperbolic-paraboloid camp gateway. You will require spars of various
lengths.
Follow steps 1 to 6 as follows.
1. Sisal or similar material is stretched from points spaced evenly along V - W to
points along Y -X.
2. Similarly from points along W-X to V-Y. This can be a different colour.
3. The easiest place to start is to place spar X- Y in the ground. You may require a
guy to steady it.
4. Now lift points V -X and fix with a lashing.
5. Now fix points W - Y and run the twine through.
6. Now lash points W-Y, as in diagram (b).
You will find that Design 3 has many applications, and they do not always have to be
on the ground. See diagram Design 3 (b).
Some ideas for you to build on are:

(a) as a background to your flagpole: diagram Design 3(a)
(b) as a covering for a table: diagram Design 3(b). This can also be woven with
vegetation for more shade, if necessary
(c) as a quiet spot for reflection: diagram Design 3(c). Note the use of some vertical
lines, added to give a wall effect
(d) as a base for a dining table: diagram 3(d).

In conclusion, the HPs are only one example of all the 'regulated surfaces', that is,
surfaces composed of straight lines.
If we stretch the ropes between two circles, we obtain, under certain conditions, two
cones meeting at their vertex.
It we stretch ropes between a straight line and a circle (always under certain
conditions), we have a cone.
Before actually putting this into practice, models should be made with assembly sets
or elastic thread, which gives us a good opportunity to prepare the camp.

Rafting
Construction often includes water, not only building on dry land. We cross rivers or
lakes during our activities, and one of the great fun activities in pioneering is rafting.
On the following pages are a few ideas, but you must remember two most important
items in rafting:
1. flotation calculations, otherwise your fun will be short-lived
2. strong construction, because the forces on your construction will be much more
variable than when it is on dry land.

Coracling
The ancient Brits used to get about on the water in coracles, and Welsh anglers
continue to use them. A coracle is a cross between a raft and a canoe and is a small
craft made of wickerwork covered with canvas (or animal hide).
However, you do not have to skin a cow or have a certificate in wickerwork in order
to make a simple coracle! Following are two methods for making one.

Method 1 Follow steps 1 to 7 as follows.
1. Get some lengths of thick green vines or sticks about 1.5 centimetres thick, and
soak them in water for about a day until they become pliable.
2. Stick the ends of the framework in the ground, bend over opposite pairs and lash
overlaps, and interweave the crossings. Make sure the centre part is flat. You can
do this by putting stones on the top, pulling the centre down to a tent peg: the
professional coracle builder bends the wet strips in a steam jet from a kettle, or
stands an old drainpipe upright in a saucepan of boiling water.
3. Weave other thinner pieces around the sides: these should be as long as possible
but they do not have to go all the way around.
4. Temporarily lash the pieces near the ground so the coracle won't spring into a
hundred fragments when you pull the main stakes out of the ground.
5. When you've got it out, turn it over and bend down the stakes, lashing them to their
next door neighbours.
6. Stretch canvas, an old groundsheet or tarpaulin over the framework and the top
edge and tie.
7. Put a woven stick mat or board in the bottom and make a paddle.

Method 2 Follow steps 1 to 3 as follows.
1. Knock two concentric circles of stakes into the ground, the outer ring having a
radius of about 60 centimetres.
2. Pack in brushwood and bind with sisal string.
3. Place on canvas, old groundsheet or tarpaulin, and tie in position; put a mat in the
bottom, make a paddle and you are away!

'Sausage' raft
The 'sausage' raft is also a fine raft, and can be made out of groundsheets. You will
again require brush or wire netting. Make up 6 to 8 sausages, and bind the
groundsheet well. Lay the sausages out with the opening on the top.
Build a light frame from Patrol staves with a light plank in the centre, then attach the
sausages to the frame. Carefully place in the water, and remember that if one sausage
takes on water it will start the sinking. Always stand or step in the centre.

Tarpaulin raft
This is like a big box, and can carry more crew. However, you have to pad the corners
well in order not to damage your tarpaulin. Again, if water comes in, you have no
buoyancy.
Drums and inner tubes can be used to form buoyancy, and with practice you will have
a lot of fun.
Remember that there are rules for water activities, and care should be taken
and the rules obeyed. Check with your Branch for local policy rules.
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Environment Chapter
More information on the Environment
Water Use
The orange tree is an evergreen (it retains its leaves all year round), whereas the apple
and peach are deciduous trees (they lose their leaves in the autumn/winter months).
The deciduous crops use less water because they are dormant for part of the year.
The wheat farmer conserves the whole of the year's rainfall in the soil by fallowing or
clean cultivation to keep the soil free of weeds, which would use water. The wheat
crop is then planted in the autumn, and it grows and produces its crop of grain in
about six months and uses a whole year's rainfall in the process.
In the fruit areas, run-off water from areas of pasture or timberland, and from the
orchard, may be collected and stored in dams to be used for irrigation to supplement
the rainfall on the orchard land.
Dams may be built as a weir across a stream, as a wall across a natural drainage line,
or above ground adjacent to a non-perennial stream to be filled by pumping during the
winter rainy period.

Clean Air
In addition to adequate oxygen, plants and animals require air free from the poisonous
pollutants produced by modern-day machines and industries. We depend on the green
plants to maintain our supply of oxygen, but they cannot cleanse the air of poisonous
pollutants. Humans and animals oxidise carbohydrates, fires burn (oxidise) wood or
coal or fuel oil - all hydrocarbons - and most of our engines use fuel oil or electricity
produced from fuel oil.
All these energy-producing processes have carbon dioxide (or carbon monoxide) as a
waste product

Soil
How soil is formed
Nature produces soil from rocks in several different ways:

Changes in temperature - During the day, the rock is heated, and at night it cools.
Tension occurs and the rock cracks and breaks into smaller pieces. This is called
thermal weathering.
Plant roots - Roots absorb oxygen from the air and from water in the ground and
give off carbon dioxide. This gas combines with moisture and forms carbonic acid.
Carbonic acid helps break down rock particles. This is called chemical weathering.

Streams and rivers - Stones in running water rub against each other. The fragments
are carried away by the water and settle when the strength of the current decreases.
New soil is thereby formed.
Glaciers - Heavily compressed ice and snow slowly slide downward, creating
friction with the ground and breaking down rock. This debris collects at the end of the
glacier, is washed away by streams and rivers, and is eventually deposited as new soil.
All of these processes take a very long time.

Reducing soil erosion by wind and water
Wind erosion
Erosion by wind is a problem in the dry-land farming areas of the cereal belt and the
pastoral country. The soil can be protected from the wind by windbreaks and soilsurface cover. The methods of preventing wind erosion are to:
leave scrub along sand ridges and road lines
plant shelter belts of trees for stock paddocks
reduce cultivation by having longer rotations and shorter fallows
reduce stocking rates in order to allow regeneration of soil cover.

Water erosion
Erosion by water is a problem in the cropped areas of the mid to high rainfall country.
The soil can be protected from water erosion by reducing runoff and controlling
runoff water movement. The methods of preventing water erosion are to:
improve the soil's water-intake capacity of the soil
re-plant cleared hilltops with useful timber trees
use contour farming methods
establish grass runoff drainage lines
stabilise stream banks with trees such as willows.
Soil fertility
Fertile soil is one that is physically suitable for the roots of plants to grow in and get
their water requirements, and chemically suitable for root growth and for the roots to
get the mineral nutrients the plant requires. We talk about two types of soil fertility physical fertility and chemical fertility.
Physical fertility
Soil structure
The way in which the particles of sand, silt and clay are bound together in the soil is
described as the soil structure. The most fertile soil will have a crumbly structure that
lets rain or irrigation water and air readily into the soil.
Soil texture
The physical composition of the soil - that is, the relative proportions of sand (large),
silt and clay (small) particles - affects physical and chemical fertility.
The greater proportion of small particles (clay and silt) in the soil, the more water the
soil can hold. A clay soil may hold 75 millimetres of available water per 30
centimetres of depth compared with only 25 millimetres of available water for 30
centimetres of depth held by sand. For a sandy loam, the figure is about 50
millimetres.
A soil that will not drain quickly enough to allow roots to get sufficient aeration is
said to be waterlogged.

Soil profile
The face of a trench cut down 2 metres into undisturbed soil shows a vertical section
of the layers in the soil and is called the soil profile.
The important layers to identify in the soil profile when assessing fertility are:
1. the surface soil, called the 'A' horizon. This is the main rooting zone and may be 15
to 45 centimetres deep.
2. the subsoil, called the 'B' horizon. This zone is important in determining how well
water will drain out of the surface soil.
The top few centimetres of the topsoil or 'A' horizon may be darkened with organic
matter - the decaying remains of plants. The rest of the 'A' horizon may be much less
darkened by organic matter but of the same texture.
The organic matter improves soil fertility by improving the soil's structure, by holding
the soil particles together in crumbs, and also by improving the soil's water-holding
capacity.

Chemical fertility
Plants have to get from the soil all the elements required to build their cell tissues.
Large quantities of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, sulphur and calcium are
required, and these are usually called the major nutrients. Magnesium is required in
substantial quantities and may also be listed with the 'majors'. Elements required in
smaller quantities are manganese, iron, zinc, copper, molybdenum and boron, and
these are often called trace elements.
A chemically fertile soil is one that can supply all the elements required by plants. A
shortage of any one can limit the plant growth, and farmers will therefore apply
artificial fertilisers containing the elements that are lacking. Nitrogen fertilisers such
as urea, sulphate of ammonia and calcium ammonium nitrate are commonly used.
Super phosphate is the main phosphorus fertiliser used, whereas potassium sulphate or
potassium chloride is used to supply potassium.
Legumes are important in crop rotation in order to build soil fertility because
theyhave the power to fix nitrogen from the air in the soil by means of the
bacterialiving in nodules on their roots.

To say that soil is alkaline or acid is determined mainly by the rainfall conditions
under which the soil has developed. It is measured on a pH scale. The pH of the soil
affects the availability of nutrients, and may have to be modified by soil treatments
such as adding lime or gypsum or sulphur.
Preserving soil fertility
The whole basis of good farming practice is to develop a program of crop rotation and
soil management suitable to the area's climate and soil. Soil fertility, both chemical
and physical, is maintained and, if possible, improved by application of a suitable
program.
Water in soil - Roots of plants require aeration for healthy growth, so the fertile soil
has a mixture of large and small pore spaces between the soil particles and crumbs.
After rain or irrigation, the water drains out of the large pores, leaving air pockets.

A soil must be porous enough to allow water in during rain or irrigation.
Good structure in the surface soil improves infiltration. A sandy soil may have a water
intake capacity of over 45 centimetres per hour whereas a clay soil has an infiltration
capacity of less than 1 centimetre per hour. The rate at which water will soak in is
called the infiltration capacity.

The preservation balance sheet
Water
Causes of pollution
Animal wastes
Pesticides and fertilisers
Industrial wastes
Salt
Micro-organisms

Quality improvers
Protection of watersheds
Transpiration purifies water
Evaporation purifies water
Controlled use of waterways
Filtration and chlorination.

Soil
Destroyers of soil fertility
Salt from poor-quality water
Excessive cropping
Excessive cultivation
Pesticide residues
Nitrates from intensive stocking
Wind and water erosion

Improvers of soil fertility
Sub clover and other legumes
Wider crop rotations
Reduced cultivation
Control of pesticide use
Proper disposal of farm wastes
Contour farming

Air
Sources of pollution
Smoke from industries
Gases from engines
Carbon dioxide exhaled
Gaseous chemical wastes

Purifying processes
Control of chimney stacks
Exhaust filters
Photosynthesis
Burn cleaner fuels

Preserving Plant Communities
The interaction of an area's plant species with the area's particular soil, climate,
topography and fauna has, over a long time, produced unique flora and fauna
communities. These can be preserved and protected only by having flora and fauna
reserves where they occur.
We therefore need flora reserves in many localities in order to preserve vegetation
types, from tropical rainforests to snow-line vegetation, and plant communities in
sites, from coastal sand dunes to the inland desert areas.
Ecologists believe that an area of at least 200,000 hectares must be reserved as a unit
in order for an area's flora and fauna to be self-perpetuating - that is to be able to
continue the healthy lives of the plants, animals and organisms that live there. Even
then, careful management is essential in order to preserve a balance between access
by the general public and adequate protection of plants and food and the animals'
shelter.
Some state governments have recognised their responsibility for flora and fauna
conservation by passing special Acts of Parliament and appointing ministries or
departments to administer parks and reserves.

Preservation of human history
Each age of history has something to teach us. The preservation of this heritage is the
particular responsibility of museums, art galleries and natural-history societies.
Australia has had a relatively short European history, but we can help preserve
buildings from earlier days, monuments, and records of historical events. We have a
very long Australian aboriginal history, which is deeply connected to the land and
very interesting to learn about.

Ecological footprint
What is an ‘ecological footprint’?
The ecological footprint (or eco-footprint for short) is simply a tool to measure how
we are going in managing and using the resources in our environment. You and I, our
home and community, city, our country consume resources, and the eco-footprint
compares this amount of use to the resources that nature provides. It has already been
shown that humankind is using natural resources more quickly that these can
generate. If everyone on our planet continues to consume resources and energy and
produce waste at our current rate, then we would need another three Earth’s to support
us. This, of course, is just not possible.
How can you measure your ecological footprint?
There is only one Earth. But today we need about 1.3 planets, indicating that we use
resources more rapidly than what nature can renew them. So we are moving more
quickly to having no livable Earth at all.
What can you do? Measuring your eco-footprint will help you work out how your
usage of energy and resources and land usage is affecting the lessening of our planet’s
resources. Undertaking an ‘eco-footprint calculator quiz’ may even motivate you to
make a few changes to what you do and encourage your family to modify their
lifestyle. You need access to a computer and the web, type in ‘eco-footprint
calculator’ and go from there. An excellent site is accessible through the
Environmental Protection Agency of Victoria. You will be amazed how much land
your lifestyle requires in comparison to the average Australian, and how your current
lifestyle and the way you use (and even waste) resources is affecting resource
reduction. Many local government councils in Australia are offering a number of
incentives on provided services to those who are helping to achieve eco-footprint
savings.
Protect our world
The Earth's resources are finite and, with the present pressures of human population,
the world is approaching ecological collapse. The Earth is only 12 700 kilometres in
diameter, and of its surface, 71% is water. Of the small land area, 40% is desert or
frozen wilds, and about 30% is marshes, mountains, and forest or land suitable only
for grazing.
This leaves barely 10% of the Earth's surface suitable for growing crops to feed the
world's people. In addition, the world's resources of minerals and fuels are being used
up at an increasing rate as the human population increases in number or in material

living standard. We have used, wasted or polluted more of our natural resources in the
past 100 years than were produced in the previous one million years. This, we now
know, is not sustainable.
If we want a future to enjoy, we must:
stop pollution, erosion and waste
start conserving and preserving our natural resources
improve our environment by acting appropriately in the environment, for the
environment, and doing something positive about the environment.
We do not have much land to live on
Humans have been cultivating new land throughout their history. Today, most of the
arable land around the world is under cultivation. Much of this land has been used for
thousands of years.
Through crop rotation, careful fertilisation, and protection of the land from wind and
rain (water and wind erosion), the fertility of the soil can be retained.
At the same time there have been other undesirable effects:
over-grazing has led to erosion
ground water has been polluted by over-use of artificial fertilisers
heavy use of chemicals has led to an accumulation of heavy metals and toxic matter
in the soil.
To the world at large, conservation traditionally meant 'the wise use of natural
resources for the greatest good of the most people for the longest time'. We now
include reducing or limiting the use of our finite resources, the improvement or
renewal of these resources, and look at addressing environmental issues through
appropriate environmental education.
All people have their own particular meanings for the word 'conservation'. To some,
conservation is an enormous dam for producing electricity. To others, it is a compost
heap in the garden for making humus to enrich the soil, whilst others see it as planting
a thousand trees or not throwing cigarette butts or litter out of cars. It may mean
observing wildlife laws or restoring a dam or stream. On a farm, it may be contourploughing a field or preventing dairy effluent from entering a stream. In the city, it
may mean using public transport and recycling paper, bottles and cans.

Grey Water Systems
How do they work?
The more expensive models drain the grey water into a collection tank and from there
it is pumped up to a deep sand filtration bed. The grey water then seeps through this
filtration bed, which consists of a layer of gravel and sand, and is treated through this
process. The grey water is stored in a holding tank, and from there pumped onto
different parts of the garden. Cheaper methods are obviously simpler. One method is
to connect a hose from the outlet pipe on a washing machine and to let the water drain
onto the garden. However, there are possible health issues associated with some

cheaper grey water disposal methods and appropriate advice should be sought from
the local municipal council.
There are many benefits in using a grey water treatment system. Not only does it
improve the quality of water for recycled use, it helps reduce our demand for normal
tap or tank water. Further disinfection of the treated water can be done, allowing it to
be used for irrigation or diverted inside the house for toilet flushing and washing
clothes. However, the costs of further treatment are really expensive.

Environmental Exercises
Frog hunt
Male frogs love to call at night or when it is raining. They are calling to their female
mates to find them. It is often, however, very difficult for us to find the frogs we can
hear! The best way to find them is using the triangulation method. With three people,
surround where you think the frog call is coming from, in the shape of a large triangle.
Everyone points at where they think the call is coming from and then slowly walk
towards that point. Where the three of you converge should be where the frog is
hiding! Look in grass, under rocks or logs if it is not easy to find.
Environmental art
A fun activity to do with your Scout Group is environmental art. When you are out in
the bush, have someone tell a story about the native animals that live in Australia. At
the end of the story, everyone needs to make an animal from only natural materials
found in the area. Take photographs of the different creatures and display them at
your Hall.
Photography is great way to capture nature. Try photographing what is around you
from different angles. What do flowers look like from below? What to trees look like
from the top? What do insects look like up really close? What else can you find in
your area?
How to make a hair tube:
1. Get some PVC pipe of different size circumference from a hardware store.
Cut the pipe into lengths of 20 cm. Drill two holes into the middle of the pipe
to help attach the bait into place.
2. Get some gauze material and cut into squares about 10 cm2.
3. Mix up some bait in a large bowl, using equal quantities of honey, oats and
peanut butter. Take a small amount of bait, about the size of a 50 cent coin
and roll it into a ball. Place the bait into a square of gauze material and wrap
up the ball of bait. Tie a piece of string around the bait with about 20 cm of
excess string on either side.
4. Place the bait inside the PVC pipe and pull the string through the holes in the
middle. Tie the string up so that the bait will not move.
5. Place double sided sticky tape around the whole length of the inside of each
end of the pipe to catch a sample of hair of any animals investigating the bait.
Be careful not to ‘contaminate’ the sticky tape with your own hair or fibres

from your clothes.
Once you have made your hair tubes, find some suitable places to put them, attaching
them with string to a tree or log so that they cannot be removed. Leave the tubes out
for a month and come back to check on them. Have you collected any hairs?
If there are hairs, carefully remove the sticky tape and place the hairs on to white
paper. Write down the place and date you collected them. Now have a look under a
microscope and see what different types of hair you have collected. What sort of
animals might they have come from?
Shells
You should always start with dead specimens.
Sort them into the limpet and/or snail-like shells (called univalves) and the two-piece
shells (called bivalves). Try to collect the bivalves with the two pieces still joined
together. Next, try sorting the two groups into 'like members’; for example, the hornshaped univalves, the snail-shaped types, the cowrie-shell types, and the limpets, can
be easily separated.
The beachcomber will wish to collect the chitons, cuttlefish beaks, sea urchins,
sponges and corals found along our beaches in order to complete the collection of
coastal life.
Birds
Start to practise identifying a group of common birds by visiting the museum and get
a picture in your mind of bird sizes, general shapes, head shapes and beaks. Look at
them in relation to the 15 reference birds illustrated in our diagrams.
Next, do some bird watching. Soon after daybreak is the best time, so an overnight
camp out would be ideal. A bird list is a good starter; so try to get one for the park
you are visiting.
You will require a notebook and pencil - a small sketchbook would be ideal, and a
good pair of binoculars. Start to identify the birds you see by comparing them with
the illustrations, which will serve as reference sizes.
Note the bird's general size: is it equal to a silvereye, a starling, a magpie or a black
cockatoo?
Note its shape and try to sketch it - note especially the body, tail, shape of head and
beak; the wings and how they lie; the legs and feet and their colour.
Look at the general colouring, and note obvious colour patches. Listen to its call and
try to remember its sound and character. Try audiotaping the bird sounds.
Study the bird's habits - How does it perch? Does it flit about? What is it eating? Is it
timid or bold? Is it in a pair or a flock? Note its flight.

Once you start identifying birds you should keep a log of the species identified in
each area and the date.
Useful Environmental resources
Talk to your Scout Leader about environmental activities occurring in your
local area
Contact your local government environment officer
Contact your state government environment department
United Nations Environment Programme Tunza Youth Magazine:
www.unep.org/Tunza
Gould League: www.gould.edu.au
Get in touch with your local Landcare Group or look up Landcare Australia:
www.landcareonline.com/
Waterwatch Australia: www.waterwatch.org.au

